Principal(ing) in Place: An Evening to Connect, Learn, and Laugh

Creating an Ideal Week: Building a Schedule that You Run, Not One that Runs You

Thursday, April 2, 2020 / 8:00 pm – 9:00 pm ET
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Purpose for This Series

- NAESP's real-time response to meet members needs
- Topics will be driven from membership and current context of leading
- Participants will receive a roster of attendees and related links to resources shared during the event
How are you? No really….

(Use the Chat box to write in your response. Be sure to send to ‘all panelists and attendees’.)
Let’s Check In: POLL Questions

● Who ate? (yes/no)

● Who exercised today (yes/no)

● Who participated in a Zoom/Google Hangout Meeting today? (yes/no)

● What is something you want to do more of while you are ‘principal(ing) in place’ (eat better, connect with my own family, read/rest/relax?)
Before the scale goes further up, or my emotional state goes down even more, I realized I needed to take control of the things I can: *my mind and my time*.

~Jessica Cabeen
Ideal Week
Step One: What are your priorities?

(Use the Chat box to write in your response. Be sure to send to ‘all panelists and attendees’.)
Step Two: What are the three most essential things you need on your calendar next week?

(Use the Chat box to write in your response. Be sure to send to ‘all panelists and attendees’.)
POLL Question: What category are you struggling to put on the calendar?

- Daily activities for me
- Daily activities for my family
- Daily tasks at work
- Strategic tasks for work
How will you measure success?

(Use the Chat box to write in your response. Be sure to send to ‘all panelists and attendees’.)
Who will help you stay accountable?

(Use the Chat box to write in your response. Be sure to send to ‘all panelists and attendees’.)
Principal(ing) in Place Challenge:

Post your ideal week and tag us and use #NAESP to win!

@JessicaCabeen     @runnin26
Next week’s topic:

Mastering the Art of Online Staff Meetings
What topics would you like to see featured in this weekly series?

(Use the Chat box to write in your response. Be sure to send to ‘all panelists and attendees’.)
Resources

● Designing Your Ideal Week Template

● Brainstorming Priorities Template

(Will be sent to you via email tomorrow along with a recording link to this webinar and an attendee roster so you can connect over Twitter)